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The intensifying effects of polarised populisms:
opposed Islamist and Bourguibist discourses in
post-revolutionary Tunisia
Helen L. Murphey

School of International Relations, University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
Populism has often been considered to thrive on polarisation. By identifying a
‘people’ and an ‘elite’, populist political actors encourage a dichotomy between
self and other; further, placing political opponents outside the lines of
normative national identity promotes a praxis discouraging compromise and
indicting those who seek to understand the other. At the same time,
populists come to prominence during times of grievance. The simplified
discourses they espouse offer culprits and straightforward explanations for
disillusioned citizens. What occurs when two polarised populists advance
narratives addressing similar grievances? In this article, I engage in a frame
analysis of the discourses advanced by Tunisian populist actors from 2019-
2021: Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien Libre, who fall on opposing
ends of the Islamist-secularist spectrum. I argue that these two populisms
have an intensifying effect upon polarisation by substantiating the threat
discourses advanced by their opposition.

KEYWORDS Populism; polarisation; Tunisia; Islamism; secularism

Introduction: Tunisia’s democratic trajectory, from success
story to crisis

The 2019 elections in Tunisia were marked by the dramatic ascent of political
actors adopting populist narratives. News outlets and analysts reported on
this phenomenon, calling attention to the popularity of anti-systemic
figures and the relative decline of more institutionally established parties
(e.g. Ghanmi 2019; Grewal 2019). Part of this shock stemmed from the discon-
nect between the apparent smoothness of Tunisia’s democratic transition
and its present state of discontent. In 2014, a Guardian editorial boldly
praised Tunisia’s post-revolutionary trajectory: ‘one nation stands as an
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exception in the Arab world for having peacefully completed a democratic
electoral process’ (The Guardian 2014). By 2019, however, it reported
instead on an electoral ‘shock victory for political outsiders’ and alluded to
widespread societal disillusionment (Beaumont 2019).

Much of the early attention was given to the presidential race, in which
political newcomers Kais Saied and media mogul Nabil Karoui competed to
lead the country. However, the parliamentary elections of 2019 also wit-
nessed the rise of political outsiders like Itilaf al-Karama (the Coalition of
Dignity), a party which combined a strong Islamist stance with purporting
to defend the revolution, winning 21 seats. On the other side, the Parti
Destourien Libre (Free Constitutional Party) – the resurrection of the Rassem-
blement Constitutionnel Démocratique (Democratic Constitutional Rally), the
ruling party in the pre-revolutionary era – also witnessed a surprising elec-
toral success, gaining 17 seats.

Both the Parti Destourien Libre and Itilaf al-Karama adopted populist
themes addressing grievances which, since 2014, had become widespread.
For much of the Tunisian populace, the revolution had failed to bear fruit:
the economy had failed to improve, the political class remained detached
from the everyman, and the country stayed divided between centre and per-
iphery, between privileged and underprivileged. The narratives advanced by
each actor, however, fell on opposite ends of the Islamist-secularist polaris-
ation spectrum that had influenced Tunisia’s politics to varying degrees
since the revolution.

How did the emergence of two parallel opposed populisms impact the
general character of polarisation within the country? In this paper, I
compare the frames of Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien Libre to
derive a theory through which to conceptualise the relationship between
polarisation and two populisms occupying opposing ends on the political
spectrum. I find that the frames advanced by both political actors address
similar grievances: namely, the foundational elite compromise of Tunisia’s
democratic transition. The dialogue between these two polarised populist
actors, however, comes to centre around the other, who are cast as existen-
tially threatening to the well-being and sovereignty of the country. In time,
each narrative’s resonance depends on the frames of the other to substanti-
ate this threat construction. At the same time, this escalation ensures that the
original grievances remain unaddressed.

Materials and methods: framing and counter-framing
grievance

To address this project, I adopt a frame analysis in order to assess the dialectic
between the rhetoric of Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien Libre.
Benford and Snow define frames as constituting a process of ‘meaning
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construction’: through representation in a frame, situations and events are
made sense of, and an effective frame that aptly and poignantly addresses
contemporary circumstances rouses support for a social movement or politi-
cal actor (Benford and Snow 2000, 614). Frames can be separated into diag-
nostic, prognostic and motivational components (615). Diagnostic frames
identify and describe a problem; prognostic frames offer a plan to resolve
these grievances and motivational frames inspire action. Comparing the
frames advanced by two polarised actors, each adopting populist rhetoric,
allows for a comparison of what grievances are being addressed, who is impli-
cated, and what action is encouraged. This enables a closer analysis of how
populist actors opposed on an ideological spectrum engage with the rhetoric
of the other.

The post-2019 Tunisian political landscape offers an insightful case study
for this analysis. The Islamist-secularist polarisation threatening the initial
post-revolutionary political transition appeared to have been addressed
through civil society initiatives emphasising consensus, leading to what
was widely praised as a highly successful democratic outcome. The resur-
gence of this polarisation, however, coupled with a wider embrace of populist
narratives, challenged this analysis. The increasingly co-constitutive relation-
ship between polarisation and different forms of populism provides an
insight into this puzzle. As political identities solidified in mutually opposing
categories – pitting the ‘revolution’ against ‘Bourguibism’, ‘Islamism’ against
‘secularism’ – the feud between the Islamist Itilaf al-Karama and the secularist
Parti Destourien Libre gained increasing visibility and attention, furthered by
a plethora of contentious interactions between the parties’ leaders and
members (e.g. Kapitalis 2021; Dejoui 2020).

The sources I draw upon for my frame analysis derive from content posted
directly on each party’s social media page between 2019-2021, as well as
social media content posted on the pages of prominent members. I also
examine news articles where figures from Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Des-
tourien Libre were interviewed. Assessing a varied array of public primary
source content allows for an exploration of how these political actors
managed the complex role of speaking directly to their base, attracting
potential supporters, and addressing the accusations of their opponents. I
adopt a comparative frame analysis as the basis for forming a theory explain-
ing how polarised populist actors’ narratives become fundamentally
intertwined.

A theoretical framework: exploring the interactions between
populism and polarisation

While competition between ideologically opposed actors may seem natural,
the literature on Islamist-secularist alliances in the MENA region in fact
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provides several instances of cross-ideological cooperation. Nadine Sika dis-
cusses how socioeconomic grievances spurred the use of frames by opposi-
tion groups that were neither secular nor religious (Sika 2012). It is true that
party or group ideology can present several ‘red lines’ with regards to cross-
ideological participation, where certain issues are not subject to compromise
(Clark 2006, 540). However, as a whole, ideological difference on its own
rarely prevents bipartisan alliances from forming, particularly when this
cooperation is performed in service of a specific grievance or project
(Buehler 2018, 129–136). Studies have rather shown that more relevant
factors conditioning whether Islamists and secularists may cooperate are
actors’ relationships to the ruling regime (Masbah 2014), where political
exclusion may incentivise rapprochement between an ideologically diverse
opposition (Casani 2020, 1184). Based on the Moroccan case study, Wegner
and Pellicer’s (2011) tripartite model of factors influencing cross-partisan
cooperation or competition considers ideology, the amount of support
each party believes it can mobilise, and the ruling regime’s approach to
managing its opponents. The geographical distribution of support for par-
ticular parties may also play a role: in his comparison of the Tunisian, Moroc-
can and Mauritanian cases, Buehler (2018) suggests that the social bases of
both the regime in question and the opposition can intersect to promote
or dissuade Islamist-leftist cooperation.

These explanatory mechanisms, however, pertain primarily to an authori-
tarian or pseudo-democratic setting, where parties are subjected to con-
straints and, in a kind of prisoner’s dilemma, must calculate whether their
opposition might engage in reconciliation with the ruling regime at their
expense. One of the central explanatory mechanisms in Buehler’s model,
for example, concerns the possibility of regime co-optation of key opposition
figures (Buehler 2018, 3–6). If groups are not competing for regime favour
within an autocratic setting, the question then emerges: why, when faced
with similar grievances surrounding political exclusion and marginalisation,
did anti-systemic Islamists and secularists – like Itilaf al-Karama and the
Parti Destourien Libre, respectively – not form a temporary alliance based
on these grievances against the political ‘elite’?

I advance the idea that a populist stance adopted by one or both ideo-
logically polarised parties can invest ideology with a divisive quality, render-
ing cross-ideological cooperation impossible. In this sense, populism
functions as both a political style and an adaptation of an existing ideologi-
cal stance. Populism constitutes a master frame or ‘thin’ ideology (Blassnig
et al. 2019, 1111) adopted by those who purport to be political outsiders
working in the name of the ‘people’, even while populist leaders may be dis-
tinguished by their charisma or transcendence (Mudde 2004, 559–560). As
Cas Mudde argues, populism centres a struggle between a ‘people’ and
an ‘elite’ (543). This involves a Manichean attribution of moral attributes:
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the authentic, trustworthy ‘people’ of a nation are juxtaposed against the
corrupt, self-interested ‘elite’, who have infiltrated the political, cultural
and economic realms. This division can easily be grafted onto pre-existing
ideological spectra.

The entry of populist actors impacts how polarisation manifests. The
concept of ‘polarisation’ can refer to either ideological polarisation or
affective polarisation, which may be only loosely related (Lelkes 2018, 68).
The former considers the actual depth of disagreement with regards to
socio-political issues (Wilson, Parker, and Feinberg 2020, 223). The latter
refers to the loyalty they express towards their political position and the
antipathy directed towards their opponents (Lelkes 2018, 68–69). The dualis-
tic moral dichotomy introduced by populism shares an elective affinity with
the distrust inherent to affective polarisation. As political opinions become
integrated into coherent identities according to which individuals assign
ethical values, political opponents become not just misinformed but
immoral; populism allows them to be further classified as ‘elite’ and detached
from the concerns of the people. Polarisation can become self-perpetuating
through geographic sorting, the phenomenon in which individuals with par-
tisan political stances spatially gravitate towards those perceived to share the
same political identity, leading to majoritarian political strategies and disin-
centivising compromise (McCoy, Rahman, and Somer 2018, 21–26).

In such a situation, populism can become a useful way for political actors
to capitalise on widespread affective polarisation. Zsolt Enyedi (2016) has
explored the tendency of political actors from different ideological traditions
in post-communist Hungary to adopt competing populist frames. Essentially,
he finds that this manifests in a contestation over who constitutes the
‘people’ and which political actor is best situated to define this category:
he labels this phenomenon ‘populist polarisation’ (217). As competition
ensues, populism becomes ‘self-sustaining’ and increasingly entrenched
within the political space, with little incentive for majority parties to offer con-
cessions or compromises to competitors (218).

Competition between political actors across the political spectrum fre-
quently manifests in a series of contentious events (Tilly and Tarrow 2015,
39). Over the course of years, claims and grievances advanced by different
actors metamorphise and inspire protests and counter-protests (40). Indeed,
movements often incentivise the formation of counter-movements; mobilis-
ation in turn incites counter-mobilisation. Meyer and Staggenborg (1996)
explain that when a group is faced with a countermovement, the strategies,
decisions and narratives adopted by one necessarily influence and compel
responses on the part of the other. For example, one group’s perceived
success can reinvigorate their opponents (1638). Equally, a new strategy
adopted by a movement is often, at least in part, echoed by its countermove-
ment (1649). The embrace of populism by a social movement on one side of a
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political spectrum thus encourages its opposition to adopt similar tactics. This
adaptation involves the formulation of specific frames to explain the roots of
contemporary grievances and how they can be addressed.

Results: a consensus among whom?

Tunisia’s post-revolutionary political background

The emphasis on consensus among Tunisia’s political class has been linked to
the initial success of its democratic transition (e.g. Masri 2018, 295). Indeed, a
willingness to cooperate across the political spectrum dates to the Ben Ali era,
when neither the Islamist nor the secularist opposition were permitted to
form independent political forces. Many political actors agitating for political
reform across the ideological spectrum went into exile, where they then
began to collaborate. Tunisia’s main Islamist actor, Ennahda, had significantly
adjusted its demands to align with liberal democratic norms prior to the revo-
lution, in several instances of cross-ideological compromise to find what
Monica Marks considers something of a Rawlsian ‘overlapping consensus’
(Marks 2018, 114). While polarisation spurred a series of crises after 2011,
the issue was seemingly resolved when the Ennahda-led Troika government
voluntarily ceded authority to a technocratic government in 2014, assisted by
civil society organisations through an organisation called the National
Dialogue Quartet, and regular elections with real handovers of power were
implemented. This development was initially viewed with optimism. As
Matt Buehler views it, the Troika’s dissolution was proof of the country’s suc-
cessful democratic transition, in that it ‘derived from [the parties’] desire to
defeat each other in fair, competitive elections that had become a normal,
ingrained feature of political life’ (Buehler 2018, 165). Ennahda’s later coalition
with Nidaa Tounes, at the time the most prominent secular political party,
seemed to bear further witness to a continued bipartisan spirit of compro-
mise characterising Tunisia’s new political future.

This alliance marked a new beginning for the political class, but for many
citizens, it obscured some of the most important issues that had initially
spurred the revolutionary protests which, as Haugbølle and Cavatorta note,
were not led by traditional political parties (Haugbølle and Cavatorta 2011,
339–340). As the political transition progressed and political parties assumed
power, however, revolutionary youth saw their demands dismissed ormargin-
alised. Revolutionaries within Tunisia had previously been proponents of tran-
sitional justice to hold perpetrators of crimes under the former regime
accountable, an initiative also originally supported by the Troika. In 2013,
the Truth and Dignity Commission was founded to develop official processes
and procedures towards this end. However, by the time its final report was
published in 2020, political elites’ momentum and enthusiasm for the
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process had halted. Ennahda, which had previously supported an ‘Immunis-
ation of the Revolution’ law to prevent Ben Ali-era politicians fromholding pol-
itical office, alliedwithNidaa Tounes; the latter’s ranks includedmany stalwarts
from the former regime. Former president and Nidaa Tounes leader Beji Caid
Essebsi was even posthumously alleged by the Truth and Dignity Commis-
sion’s report to have partaken in torture (Ahmed 2019). The cost of this new
consensus had been the abandonment of transitional justice for national
healing. Nidaa Tounes and Ennahda together supported the Economic Recon-
ciliation Act, which pardoned those accused of economic misconduct under
the former regime. According to Amel Boubekour (2016), the Nidaa Tounes-
Ennahda alliancewas an indicator of the closure of political sphere to outsiders
and the institutionalisationof an elite class. For certain Islamists and secularists,
it represented an ideological betrayal (Marks 2018, 103; Meddeb 2019, 14, 19).
Trust in politicians declined; in 2019, the International Republican Institute’s
poll found that 55%of Tunisians expressed ‘a great deal’ of distrust for political
parties (International Republican Institute 2019, 49).

An even more pressing grievance was the state of the economy. The orig-
inal spark of Tunisia’s 2010–2011 Jasmine Revolution may have been police
corruption and brutality, but the movement quickly came to encompass a
wide range of economic grievances, including the marginalisation of the
interior, high youth unemployment and poverty. By 2019, however, the con-
dition of most of these issues had failed to improve or even deteriorated.
According to the Tunisian Institute for Strategic Studies, the percentage of
middle-class families had declined between 2010–2018 from 70% to 55%
(The Arab Weekly 2020). 72% of Tunisians by 2018 had come to see the
national economic situation as ‘fairly bad’ or ‘very bad’ (Meddeb 2018, 2).
Youth unemployment remained high (33.2% in 2018, compared to 26.7%
in 2010), which was most acutely experienced in already marginalised
regions (Mouley and Elbeshbishi 2021). Overall preferences for democracy
sharply declined between 2013 and 2018 (Meddeb 2018, 2). In 2020, the over-
whelming majority of Tunisians reported experiencing the effects of corrup-
tion (Yerkes and Mbarek 2021).

In the context of this disconnect between revolutionary expectations and
the contours of the post-revolutionary reality, Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti
Destourien Libre came to political prominence. The frames advanced by
each actor spoke to endemic popular disillusionment surrounding the elite
bargain that had bought stability at the price of systemic change.

Islamist populism: Itilaf al-Karama

Itilaf al-Karama (henceforth IK) was formed in 2019. Its stated mission was to
correct the revolutionary trajectory, which the coalition argued had been
stalled and led astray. The coalition was headed by Seifeddine Makhlouf, a
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lawyer whose controversial career had included the provision of legal rep-
resentation to individuals accused of terrorism, acquiring the nickname ‘the
lawyer of terrorists’ (‘l’avocat des terroristes’) (Lafrance 2019). Other promi-
nent personages included Islamist blogger Maher Zid, former preachers
Rida al-Jawadi and Mohamed al-Afas, and Imed Dghij, a former regional
leader for the Leagues for the Protection of the Revolution, a grassroots revo-
lutionary organisation.

The coalition’s performance in the 2019 parliamentary elections – having
won 21 seats – was impressive for political newcomers. It can be explained in
part through the IK’s blend of conservative identity politics with revolutionary
fervour. Receiving endorsements from conservative Salafi religio-political
actors and revolutionary groups like the Leagues for the Protection of the
Revolution (Ḥizb Jabhat al-ʾIsḷāḥ al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019; I’tilāf al-
Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019f), the coalition directly addressed the
compromises and capitulations given by institutionalised political Islamic
actors like Ennahda towards the secular current. Its diagnostic frame pre-
sented a continuous history from Tunisia’s colonial past to a present
marked by theft and exploitation, its prognostic frames urged rejecting the
politics of consensus in favour of decisive action, and its motivational
frames emphasised the risk assumed by the coalition’s members as they
defended the Tunisian people at great personal cost.

Diagnostic frame
The present disillusionment experienced by Tunisians was contextualised
within a larger historical narrative in Itilaf al-Karama’s diagnostic frame. The
coalition emphasised the humiliation and exploitation persisting from coloni-
alism into the post-independence era. This targeted Habib Bourguiba,
Tunisia’s first president, and the modernist project that he spearheaded.
Makhlouf argued against Bourguiba’s glorification, stating that the former
president’s true legacy was having made Tunisia an ‘underdeveloped
country’ (Business News 2019); other IK members stated that they considered
the country ‘semi-occupied’ even after independence (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-
Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019h). Active contracts over Tunisia’s resources
dating from before independence were condemned as exploitation (Lafrance
2019). France presented as a particular target of this frame, but vitriol was
similarly assigned to Tunisian authorities considered complicit; IK members
excoriated post-revolutionary politicians for acting in self-interest at the
expense of the people (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019b).

In addressing the post-revolutionary political situation, IK’s diagnostic
frames emphasised the danger stemming from further degradation of the
country’s national sovereignty and its citizens’ rights through institutional
corruption. IK members articulated reminders that the former regime and
its destabilising tendencies remained a strong threat (I’tilāf al-Karāmah
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al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019e). Clampdowns on Islamist mobilisation in the
wake of terrorist attacks were cast as pretexts for restrictions on freedom
(Galtier 2019). The coalition frequently warned of plots designed to target
its activities (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2020d). The Parti
Destourien Libre formed a particular target in IK’s diagnostic frames, where
it was portrayed as an actor working for Emirati or Egyptian interests by ‘tar-
geting the glorious Tunisian revolution’ (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Ras-
miyyah 2020b). The mainstream media was also considered to exhibit deep
biases against IK and was therefore unable to be trusted (I’tilāf al-Karāmah
al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2020c).

Prognostic frame
Facing this dire situation, IK argued in their prognostic frame for the partici-
pation of political outsiders who had already proven their commitment to
Tunisia’s religious identity and sovereignty (e.g. I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah
al-Rasmiyyah 2019g; I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019k). The
individuals on IK’s electoral roster were valorised for their disinclination
towards institutional politics. Abdullatif al-Alawi, an IK MP, wrote that he
had defended the revolution for years, yet now felt a ‘duty’ to wade
through the political ‘mud’ to accomplish its goals (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-
Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019a). Needed were politicians external to the
entrenched political class, immune to the temptations of power and privilege.
As Al-Alawi reminded, ‘there is no success for any democratic project, nor any
plan of development, nor any cultural flourishing without a comprehensive
project for national liberation’ (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah
2019h).

The role that the coalition assumed was one of raising awareness, as well
as providing defence and protection. IK MP Habib Bensidhom expressed the
historic significance of Makhlouf’s public demands for France’s accountability;
he analogised leaving colonial legacies unresolved to looking into a woman’s
eyes ‘you know you are unable to protect’ (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Ras-
miyyah 2019i). For IK, this protection entailed direct action both within and
without the Assembly of the Representatives of the People (ARP). IK
responded to the PDL’s sit-in at the International Union of Muslim Scholars
by engaging in a counter-mobilisation to defend the Union (Al-ʿArabī al-
Jadīd 2021). The coalition also confronted security forces preventing a
woman from travelling under terrorism-related restrictions at Tunis-Carthage
airport (L’Economiste Maghrébin 2021). Indeed, confrontation – rather than
compromise – was exalted within IK’s prognostic frames to achieve revolu-
tionary goals and so disrupt Tunisia’s long history of elite exploitation
(I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019j). As IK MP Maher Trabelsi
argued in response to those calling for more accommodationist measures,
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‘history says that this path did not succeed in the last sixty years of our history’
(I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019j).

Motivational frame
IK drew upon an elite-people populist narrative for its motivational frame,
where the people were defined through the predation and oppression
which they had experienced. Dignity, the coalition’s name, became juxta-
posed with humiliation and theft. In IK’s rhetoric, dignity was the antithesis
to the current landscape of corruption and inequality; it entailed a state of
being where the country’s wealth and resources were protected, religious
identity received respect and citizens would be spared the current ‘humilia-
tion’ they faced at security centres (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah
2019d). In contrast, the coalition defined itself as ‘Tunisian Arab Muslims,
wholeheartedly proud of our religion, our language and our country’ (I’tilāf
al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019c). This was cast as a rebirth, with
the coalition’s political programme defined by one member as a ‘restoration’
in the tradition of those who ‘built the message of Islam to serve humanity’
(I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2020a).

The entry of IK into the political scene heralded a new kind of politics.
Criticisms levelled at IK members like Makhlouf for being emotional were pre-
sented as points in his favour. In fact, Trabelsi questioned the expectation that
one should remain unemotional in the face of inequity, and exalted Makhlouf
for proudly representing the country’s Muslim identity (I’tilāf al-Karāmah al-
Ṣafḥah al-Rasmiyyah 2019j). The norms of elite politics were thus framed as
a means by which to conceal injustice – which, the coalition implied,
should incite strong feelings and preclude compromise.

Anti-Islamist populism: the Parti Destourien Libre

The direct predecessor to the Parti Destourien Libre (henceforth PDL), the
Destourien Movement, was established after the revolution by former
Prime Minister Hamed Karoui. It had been unsuccessful in the 2014 elections,
as it was outperformed in anti-Islamist sentiment by Nidaa Tounes (Wolf
2020). Its subsequent rebrand offered a new name – the Parti Destourien
Libre – and centred its charismatic new leader, Abir Moussi, a lawyer notor-
ious for having unsuccessfully mounted a legal defence on behalf of the
former ruling party, the RCD, against dissolution (Wolf 2020). After a series
of internal crises within Nidaa Tounes, the 2019 elections saw the PDL gain
17 seats in the ARP.

The Parti Destourien Libre took its name and anti-Islamist orientation from
Bourguiba’s modernist project. Under Moussi, the party sought to rehabilitate
the nation’s Bourguibist past in contradistinction to its post-2011 trajectory.
This came to focus significantly on the post-2011 rise of Islamism, which
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Moussi argued had destabilised the country and impoverished its citizens.
The politics of spectacle adopted by Moussi – such as bringing a megaphone
into Parliament or donning a bullet-proof vest and helmet to highlight the
danger she claimed to operate under – bolstered her diagnostic threat
frames. In return, the prognostic frame she advanced vowed to restore secur-
ity through expelling the so-called Islamist menace. Her motivational frames
emphasised her selflessness in defence of the country’s sovereignty and her
determination to restore its glorious past.

Diagnostic frame
The PDL’s rhetoric blamed the revolution for Tunisia’s troubles. In Moussi’s
words, ‘[t]he average Tunisian now finds himself worse off than he was
before’ (Yee 2021); she called the current nation a ‘beggar country that
lives on a drip’ (Lahbib 2021). The 2010–2011 revolt, which she dubbed a
‘fake revolution’, was implicated in degrading living conditions and national
sovereignty (Moussi 2019a). In her view, this was no mere correlation: Moussi
portrayed the revolution as a Qatari-Turkish plot hatched to destabilise the
country (Luck 2020). The Troika government was blamed for incurring
debts which crippled the middle class and, by becoming beholden to
foreign powers, imperilled national sovereignty (Moussi 2019b). She further
accused the Islamist party, Ennahda – without substantiation – of being lega-
lised under false pretenses, sacrificing the country’s interests to the agendas
of foreign funders and maintaining connections with terrorists (Naar 2020;
Moussi 2019c; Moussi 2020c).

Itilaf al-Karama also played a prominent role within PDL discourse. Moussi
accused the coalition of acting as the violent apparatus of the Muslim Broth-
erhood, as she calls Ennahda (Moussi 2020b). In her view, the coalition was
guilty of spreading takfiri discourse (a term referring to the act of pronoun-
cing another Muslim an apostate, often functioning as a prelude to violence
(Beutel et al. 2017, 3–4)). She warned that parties had already begun to divide
along the lines of ‘infidel and Muslim’, which could spiral into a civil war
(Al-Shāriʿ al-Maghāribī 2020).

It was not only Islamists targeted by the PDL’s diagnostic frames. All insti-
tutions in the post-revolutionary era were seen as corrupted by their
influence. Moussi placed herself in ‘total opposition’ to almost every aspect
of how the country was governed (Lahbib 2021). Moussi claimed that
Turkish, Qatari and Libyan Islamists’ agendas had infiltrated the ARP and
excoriated the elected assembly for issuing the ‘laws of terrorists’ (AW Staff
2020; Parti Destourien Libre 2021b). Those who sought compromise with Isla-
mists were viewed scarcely more favourably. The National Dialogue, which
brokered the 2014 transfer of power from the Troika to a technocratic govern-
ment and helped participate in normalising the policy of consensus, was cri-
ticised for even engaging with Islamists (Lahbib 2021). In Moussi’s view, those
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working for any less than the exclusion of political Islam betrayed the nation
(Moussi 2021a).

Prognostic frame
As a prognostic frame, Moussi called for an ‘Enlightenment Revolution’ entail-
ing the exclusion of religious political parties, amongst other governmental
reforms (Tunis Now 2020). Essentially, this amounted to a restoration of the
Bourguibist state-centric modernisation project, instilling ‘respect for the
law’ (Lahbib 2021). The Tunisia she wanted to recreate would be ‘prosperous,
sovereign and respected’ (Lahbib 2021).

In the meantime, like Itilaf al-Karama, she promised a politics of contention
and disruption. On one level, this action was materially aimed to stall Isla-
mists’ political goals, as Moussi acknowledged that with its current
numbers, her party could not legislatively cripple the Islamist agenda
(Lahbib 2021). Another aim was to publicly discredit and smear her
opponents; she openly claimed that Ennahda benefitted from foreign
funding sources (Naar 2020). The PDL’s sit-in against the Union of Muslim
Scholars, which IK counter-protested, formed part of a larger campaign
against Islamists’ alleged foreign funding and promotion of terrorism, as
did its call to classify the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organisation
(Parti Destourien Libre 2020a; Parti Destourien Libre 2020b; Parti Destourien
Libre 2021a; Moussi 2021c).

Motivational frame
Moussi portrayed her party as representing the desires of the ‘people’ who
rejected political Islam and yearned for prosperity. The people did not
want Islamist leadership, she argued (Lahbib 2021). Instead, her motivational
frames lionised the Bourguibist project and valorised the pre-revolutionary
era for its celebration of national pride and its state of security. She frequently
lauded Bourguiba’s fight for national independence (e.g. Moussi 2020a); the
RCD, the former governing party which Moussi defended, was partially reha-
bilitated as the ‘heir of the Destourien movement’ which ‘liberated Tunisia
and built the national state’ (Lahbib 2021). Her rhetoric invoked a sense of his-
torical scale: she claimed that the PDL could restore the country’s ‘glorious
history’, with the post-revolutionary period elapsing to merely a ‘parenthesis’
(Moussi 2019d). Her vision, she reminded, was a ‘dream that can be achieved,
not a false dream’ (Al-Shāriʿ al-Maghāribī 2020). However, for its realisation,
the present moment was both urgent and pivotal. She warned that ‘history
will not show mercy’ to those who failed to act and thus cost Tunisia the
chance of salvation (Moussi 2019c).

Threats and urgency formed significant components within her motiva-
tional frames. Moussi frequently claimed that she specifically was targeted
by Islamist violence. She alleged the existence of assassination plots
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against her and stated that she was being tracked and singled out in particu-
lar due to her gender (Arabi21 2020; Moussi 2021b; Lahbib 2021). In the face
of this danger, her role as the voice of the people was cast as especially
heroic: ‘they can kill me, there will be thousands of other Abir Moussis’, she
declared (Business News 2020a).

Discussion: a theory of polarised populist reinforcement

When addressing the political discontent and disillusionment commonplace
amongst the Tunisian populace by 2019, there emerged two ways to explain
the frustration of revolutionary aims. One was to posit the revolution as a
positive project which had been sabotaged by elite machinations, and the
other was to portray the revolution itself as a plot contrived by enemies of
the country. Itilaf al-Karama adopted the former explanation, and the Parti
Destourien Libre claimed the latter.

Despite being diametrically opposed ideologically, these two narratives
hold remarkable similarities. Both Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien
Libre invoke the spectre of an elite-driven plot in their diagnostic frames.
However, their orientation on the Islamist-secularist spectrum lead them to
implicate the other as the culprit. Itilaf al-Karama blames the secular forces
of the former regime for derailing the revolutionary project; the Parti Destour-
ien Libre indicts the Islamist-linked 2010–2010 revolution. As such, their prog-
nostic frames argue for a direct confrontation with their political opponents,
with no compromise permitted. The motivational frames adopted by each
actor in turn emphasise the risk assumed by their side for the sake of the
nation, implying that the other is dangerous as well as corrupt in their
quest to destabilise the country (Table 1).

What led to this development? Previous literature on why Islamists and
secularists compete might suggest that they held different incentives to
ingratiate themselves with more institutionally powerful actors. It is true
that Itilaf al-Karama did engage in forming a government with the more
mainstream Islamist party, Ennahda, and might have been incentivised to
act as a more ideologically inflexible counterpart to larger, more accommo-
dating Islamist party. However, Itilaf al-Karama’s confrontational, controver-
sial political style ran counter to the conciliatory face that Ennahda sought
to present as part of its own moderation strategy. Similarly, the Parti Destour-
ien Libre’s deliberate self-marginalisation by excoriating all parties who
accepted Islamist political participation damaged its chances of forming a
political alliance. In facing political marginalisation, the existing literature
on Islamist-secularist relations would rather suggest that this background
provides an opportunity for cooperation. Instead, the scapegoating that
each actor sought to employ in its threat framing implicating the Other
seemed to be a more direct response to partisan disillusionment resulting
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from the perceived ideological betrayals of the 2014 Islamist-secularist
Ennahda-Nidaa Tounes alliance, instrumentalising prior lines of polarisation
rather than seeking to contest or transcend them Table 1.

In this context, each party’s threat frames become mutually reinforcing.
Together, they co-constitute the dynamic which pits Bourguibist secular-
ism against revolutionary Islamism. Both Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Des-
tourien Libre begin their political trajectory by basing themselves on
opposing ends of an ideological spectrum. Itilaf al-Karama epitomises
the religio-revolutionary extremity; the Parti Destourien Libre is its Bour-
guibist secularist counterpart. In adopting populist themes, however,
their threat narratives implicating the other sharpen. Criticisms of political
opponents’ issue positions morph into accusations of foreign collabor-
ation which threaten the country’s sovereignty. As such, confrontation is
advanced in prognostic frames, with actors who do seek to compromise
dismissed as misguided or even maligned. Motivational frames emphasis-
ing the risks each populist actor assumes warn of the ruthlessness of the
other, who refuses to commit to norms of politics or even basic morality
and normative patriotic duty. The embrace of disruption encoded in
each populist actor’s prognostic frame lends succour to the diagnostic nar-
ratives of the other that posit their opponents as derailing the country’s
well-being Figure 1.

At its core, this competition gradually entails a contestation over who
could define the ‘people’, and concurrently who possesses the epistemic
authority of assigning blame for the current socioeconomic and political

Table 1. A table comparing the common themes shaping the diagnostic, prognostic
and motivational frames of Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien Libre.
Post-Revolutionary
Populism in Tunisia:
A Frame
Comparison Diagnostic Frame Prognostic Frame Motivational Frame

Shared Theme a foreign, elite plot rejecting compromise
and embracing
confrontation

a risky, principled stance
for the ‘people’ and
national glory

Itilaf al-Karama secularist foreign-
backed forces from the
former regime – with
connections to the
colonial past – have
hijacked the revolution

direct confrontation with
the forces of the ancien
regime is necessary to
protect the country

the concept of dignity
promises a restoration
of pride in religious
and national identity;
the coalition works at
great personal risk

The Parti Destourien
Libre

Islamist foreign-funded,
terrorist-linked
organisations have
infiltrated state organs
to the country’s
detriment after the
‘fake revolution’

an Enlightenment
Revolution must occur
through which religious
parties are excluded
and governmental
institutions
strengthened

the revitalisation of
Tunisia’s magnificent
past will restore
prosperity, security
and sovereignty
despite threats
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grievances. The frames advanced by Itilaf al-Karama and the Parti Destourien
Libre contribute to the formation of two mutually contradictory worldviews.
Itilaf al-Karama positions the revolution as a step in a longer anti-colonial
struggle for sovereignty and dignity. In contrast, the Parti Destourien Libre
glorifies the pre-revolutionary past. The divergence in political positions cor-
relates to a widening divergence in how historical memory is experienced.
Was the pre-revolutionary era – and the Bourguibist legacy – a time of pros-
perity and security, or a continuation of colonial oppression? As the polaris-
ation process progresses, there remains little room for overlap or nuance
between these mutually exclusive worldviews.

The dialogic process between these two polarised populisms confirms and
strengthens the entrenched worldview of each actor. The diagnostic frames
of each polarised populist may emanate from real discontent over the dis-
tance between political elites and the populace, but the accelerating pro-
ceedings of actions and counteractions lead to further alienation across the
political spectrum. In initially identifying and responding to similar grie-
vances, these parallel frames do not bring rapprochement, but rather invite
an intensification of exclusionary rhetoric normalising contention as a politi-
cal mode.
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